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Abstract 

The teaching of error detection is a complicated process, made more so by our evolving 

understanding of the psychological processes involved with attention itself. The purpose 

of this study was to explore the impact of listener attention on the error detection process. 

Guiding research questions were: 1) In what ways does directing attention influence 

one’s ability to detect errors? and 2) Does voicing of error influence participants’ ability 

to detect the error? Participants (N = 64) at six universities listened to 40 recorded 

excerpts of three-part Haydn Divertimenti, focusing on either one line or holistically, 

while marking errors on a printed score. Participants were better able to detect errors in 

lines of focus than in peripheral lines and were similarly better at detecting errors in an 

unfocused listening condition versus focusing on any one of the lines. Additionally, 

participants were most successful in detecting peripheral errors when focusing on the 

middle staff while being least successful in detecting errors in the bass line, even when 

focusing on the bass line. Suggestions for future research and implications for music 

education are discussed. 

Keywords: error detection, focus of attention, inattentional deafness in music, 

inattentional processing in music 
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Music education majors must cultivate many skills during the course of an 

undergraduate curriculum. From aural skills to methods courses to psychology, pre-

service music teachers receive instruction in an effort to prepare them for the eventual 

realities of any number of possible career paths. For the considerable number who go on 

to teach in any kind of rehearsal environment, a necessary aspect of pre-service 

preparation is developing the skill of error detection. Indeed, Hewitt and Koner (2013) 

found that instructors of instrumental music methods courses rated rehearsal techniques 

as the topic with the highest priority in their class, of which error detection is a part. 

 Many researchers have explored possible methods of teaching or improving 

students’ ability to detect errors, mostly through programmed instruction or an 

experimental course treatment. Costanza (1971) completed one of the earliest such 

studies, finding that a method known as the Self-Instructional Program in Score Reading 

resulted in higher scores in a single group pretest-posttest design using ten participants. 

Ramsey (1979) and Deal (1985) found similar results, although with the use of varying 

experimental designs. Other approaches to improving error detection have involved 

comparing programmed instruction or training to conducting practice (DeCarbo, 1982; 

Stuart, 1979), various methods of score study (Crowe, 1996; Van Oyen & Nierman, 

1998), and additional sight-singing and ear training instruction (Sheldon, 1998). While 

many such approaches resulted in improved error detection abilities as measured by the 

researchers, several avoided the complexity of the error detection task itself by focusing 

on a single component or arrived at such a conclusion as an ancillary concern. 

 Researchers have since underscored the complicated nature of the error detection 

process. Byo (1993) explored undergraduate and graduate student detection of rhythm 
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and pitch errors in a variety of timbral and textural contexts. A three-way interaction 

between error type, voice placement (or texture), and timbre demonstrated that the 

musical context of a given error should not be disregarded. Byo (1997) later supported 

this conclusion in a follow-up study investigating undergraduate and graduate student 

detection of rhythm and pitch errors in excerpts differing by texture and number of parts. 

A four-way interaction between these variables further highlighted the difficulty in 

arriving at a clear understanding of how to approach and teach error detection, as it 

appeared to be highly context-specific and dependent upon a number of musical factors.  

 In addition to musical characteristics involved with the error detection task, 

researchers have also investigated the influence of other factors. Forsythe and Woods 

(1983) found that the physical task of conducting had a negative effect on both 

undergraduate and graduate students’ ability to detect a wide variety of errors, including 

pitch, note accuracy, rhythm, phrasing, and articulation, among others. Byo and Sheldon 

(2000) noted that singing a line while attempting to identify errors had a detrimental 

effect in two- and three-part textures. Other impeding factors include multiple hearings 

(Sheldon, 2004) and conducting a live ensemble versus listening to a recording 

(Waggoner, 2011). Additionally, Stambaugh (2016) found that participants involved in 

either band or choir detected more errors when listening to excerpts from their area of 

concentration, similar to the instrument-specific findings of VanderGhynst (1978). 

Clearly, the teaching of error detection is a multi-faceted endeavor with challenges from a 

number of musical and context-specific factors, such as physical involvement and 

personal musical background. 
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 Recent research in the field of psychology may provide an overarching theoretical 

explanation for the complex and seemingly nuanced differences found in previous error 

detection studies. Simons and Chabris (1999) popularized the concept of inattentional 

blindness by demonstrating that nearly half of participants asked to count the number of 

basketball passes in a video did not notice someone in a gorilla costume walking through 

the scene. A related phenomenon exists with the sense of hearing: inattentional deafness. 

Koreimann et al. (2014) first demonstrated this phenomenon in music, finding that only 

43% of participants asked to count the timpani strokes of the opening of Richard Strauss’ 

Thus Sprach Zarathustra noticed the addition of an electric guitar solo to the excerpt. 

Both inattentional blindness and deafness draw upon work done to investigate 

inattentional processing, or how much sensory information is perceived and processed 

from a source other than the one where one’s attention is directed. An example would be 

immediately repeating information heard in one ear while ignoring information 

simultaneously heard in the opposite ear, and later attempting to recall salient features of 

what was heard in the ignored ear, such as speaker gender or language (Cherry, 1953). In 

terms of error detection, inattentional processing and the notion of inattentional deafness 

carry clear implications for conductors tasked with monitoring multiple auditory streams. 

The variable of interest, then, is the directed attention of participants. 

 However, the act of error detection often relies not only upon the monitoring of 

auditory streams but includes visual processing of the score and the kinesthetic 

movement of conducting. The question of directed attention and inattentional processing 

among multiple modalities (visual, aural, and/or kinesthetic) touches upon the load theory 

attention (Lavie, 1995), wherein the perceptual load required by a task mediates the 
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selective processing of unattended information. While Lavie (1995) focused on purely 

aural modes (aural task - aural detection), Macdonald and Lavie (2011) extended the load 

theory of attention into cross-modal contexts, finding that increased visual load led to an 

increase in inattentional deafness (visual task – aural detection). The decision by 

Koreimann et al. (2014) to use an aural-aural mode of comparison allowed for the 

inclusion of participants who could not read music, but may not be indicative of 

processes involved in error detection, as conductors typically are more involved in a 

visual-aural mode of comparison. While much research has been done exploring a visual-

aural mode of comparison (Byo, 1993, 1997; Crowe, 1996; Sheldon, 2004; Stambaugh, 

2016), only one researcher has investigated a visual-aural approach while exploring the 

role of directed attention in a musical context. 

 Using excerpts from Haydn divertimenti for pairs of oboe, horn, and bassoon, 

Hayslett (1992) explored the effect of directed focus of attention on participants’ ability 

to detect the simultaneous deletion of an instrument pair, which he termed peripheral 

hearing. For each excerpt, written instructions directed participants to watch a particular 

line of a score, while obvious errors in the directed line served as focus reinforcers. 

Hayslett found that detection of a deleted instrument part was significantly reduced when 

participants were attending to a competing line. Additionally, Hayslett found that 

detection of errors, or focus reinforcers, was significantly higher when participants were 

directed to focus on a given line than those in a non-directed focus condition.  However, 

Hayslett did not investigate the detection of errors in a line when participants were 

directed to focus on another. Indeed, it does not appear that this line of investigation has 

been undertaken to date. Given the phenomenon of inattentional deafness (Koreimann et 
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al., 2014) and the apparent impact of perceptual load on inattentional processing, 

specifically in visual-aural contexts (Macdonald & Lavie, 2011), it seems plausible that 

an explanation, or at least partial explanation, for the difficulty of error detection may be 

one of listener attention.  

 Therefore, the purpose of this study was to further explore the role of listener 

attention on the error detection process, thereby extending the application of load theory 

to musical contexts. Specifically, the research questions were: 1) In what ways does 

directing one’s attention to specific musical lines influence one’s ability to detect errors? 

and 2) Does voicing of error influence participants’ ability to detect the error?  

Method 

Participants 

 Participants (N = 64) were undergraduate music majors enrolled in either an 

advanced wind conducting course (n = 38) or an instrumental music education course (n 

= 26) at one of six postsecondary institutions. I selected the institutions through a random 

sample of all NASM-accredited institutions offering an undergraduate degree in music 

education in the United States. All participants had previously taken one semester of 

conducting instruction. I chose these advanced courses to ensure participants had 

knowledge of basic conducting and score study skills, as well as a basic familiarity of 

error detection procedure. Data collection occurred during the usual class meeting times 

after securing permission from the regular instructor of the course. The researcher 

participated via Skype in order to consent participants, be available for questions, and 

oversee test administration to ensure consistency between sites. Participants were free to 
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leave before data collection commenced and were permitted to withdraw at any point. 

Each school’s Institutional Review Board granted appropriate permissions. 

Musical Stimuli Selection 

 I chose stimuli based on criteria used by Hayslett (1992) and included several of 

the same excerpts. Stimuli consisted of 20 excerpts from Haydn’s Divertimento in G, 

Hob.II:3, Divertimento in C, Hob.II:7, Divertimento in F, Hob.II:15, and Divertimento in 

F, Hob.II:23 for pairs of oboe, horn, and bassoon. Specific excerpts from each of these 

pieces, ranging from 7 to 11 measures, included one to two phrases in simple meter 

utilizing only a single bassoon line. Excerpts were limited to simple meter in order to 

control for compositional variables. While the horn and oboe lines were divisi, the 

bassoon lines in the selected pieces were often unison. I used a single bassoon line as a 

further criterion for selection due to practical purposes in the recruitment of personnel 

and recording of the excerpts. 

Musical Stimuli Preparation 

The various combinations of the three variables (focus of attention, inclusion of a 

focus reinforcer, and error type/location) dictated the need for 40 excerpts. Focus of 

attention included four possibilities: oboe line, horn line, bassoon line, or an unfocused, 

holistic condition. When the instructions asked participants to focus on a specific line, the 

participant’s survey included a highlight on that particular line of the score in addition to 

specific verbiage in the instructions. The second variable, the absence or presence of a 

focus reinforcer, consisted of a planted error in the line of intended focus. Hayslett (1992) 

used planted errors to encourage participants to maintain their focus on the intended line. 

The third variable, error type/location, had five possibilities. Because the focus reinforcer 
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occurred in the line of intended focus, and the intent of the study was to assess the impact 

of focus of attention on error detection in other lines, planted errors other than the focus 

reinforcer could only occur in one of the two lines not focused on by participants. In the 

unfocused condition, the planted error occurred in one of the two lines not including the 

randomly-assigned focus reinforcer. Additionally, I limited error types to pitch and 

rhythm errors as dictated and utilized by Ramsey (1979) and Waggoner (2011). Thus, the 

five possibilities for error type/location were a line 1 pitch error, line 1 rhythm error, line 

2 pitch error, line 2 rhythm error, and no error. Because of the limited source material 

available, I selected 20 excerpts and used them in both the focus reinforcer conditions, 

resulting in a total of 40 excerpts. 

 To determine the placement of focus reinforcers, I used a random number 

generator to arrange the twenty excerpts in a random order. Participants focused on the 

melody line for the first five excerpts in this order, harmony line for second five, bass line 

for third five, and were unfocused for the final five. Focus reinforcer type (either pitch or 

rhythm) was randomly assigned, as was the measure to which it was assigned. Within 

both the focus reinforced and non-reinforced condition, I also randomly assigned error 

type/location and measure. In all instances, neither focus reinforcers nor planted errors 

occurred in a pickup measure or the final measure of the excerpt. If the planted error was 

randomly assigned within one measure of the focus reinforcer, I reassigned the measure.  

 To maximize ecological validity, I hired five student musicians to record the 40 

excerpts. Recordings took place over the period of two sessions, both of which occurred 

in the same room in identical setup and location to ensure acoustical consistency between 

sessions. I used a portable recording studio including a Cloud 44-A microphone running 
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through a MacBook Pro. Each take began with a metronome providing two measures of 

count-off for the musicians. Following the recording of each excerpt, I immediately 

played the take back to the musicians who were asked to unanimously verify that the 

errors and focus reinforcers (if applicable) were clear, audible, and that the excerpts were 

free of unintended errors before moving on to the next excerpt. We re-recorded the 

excerpts until I and the student musicians agreed the take met these conditions. Following 

the recording sessions, I used Audacity software (Audacity Team, 2018) to trim the 

opening metronome count-off to one measure, compile the excerpts, and include a verbal 

recording of the printed instructions. A colleague familiar with the project and with 

experience in recording projects verified that recordings from each of the two sessions 

sounded identical in acoustical properties. 

 I engraved excerpts for inclusion on the survey. I entered parts into three-stave 

scores with the horn part being presented in concert pitch to control transposition errors 

by participants. To reduce visual fatigue and the possibility for extraneous error 

markings, I eliminated all dynamic, tempo, expression, and articulation markings, other 

than slurs, from the score. 

Procedure 

 Instructors for each course received paper copies of the scores in addition to a CD 

that included instructions and all musical stimuli in advance. Participants received paper 

copies of the instructions and scores to be marked with a pencil. Following the 

consenting procedure by the researcher via Skype and listening to the recorded 

instructions, participants heard a practice example and had the opportunity to ask 

questions. Each instructor played the recordings through the classroom sound system. 
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Participants had 10 seconds between excerpts in order to read the prompt and briefly 

familiarize themselves with the excerpt. To notate an identified error, participants placed 

an ‘X’ at the location and staff in which an error occurred. Because the scope of the study 

was simply to investigate the detection of errors, I did not ask participants to identify the 

error type or any information beyond presence and specific location. Total time 

commitment for participants was approximately 20 minutes. 

Scoring and Data Analysis 

In deciding upon a scoring procedure, I modified that used by Waggoner (2011). 

Waggoner provided clear scoring guidelines that resulted in high interrater reliability of 

.90 in a recent investigation into error detection, and I deemed this scoring criteria 

appropriate to replicate. As I did not ask participants in the current study to identify the 

error type as Waggoner did, the modification to the scoring scale consisted of reducing it 

from five to three points. Each error/focus reinforcer received a maximum of three points 

if it was marked in the correct part on the correct beat. An error received two points if it 

was marked in the correct part within two beats of the actual error or if the error was 

marked in an incorrect part but on the correct beat. An error received one point if it was 

marked in an incorrect part within two beats of the actual error or if many parts were 

marked in the correct measure. An error received zero points if it was outside of these 

parameters or if there was no response to the error. For the unfocused condition, in which 

it would appear there were two errors but no focus reinforcer, it was assumed that the 

first error encountered would draw attention to a particular line, so the first error was 

treated as the focus reinforcer. The second error, if present, was treated as the planted 

error. 
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I assessed assumptions of normality both statistically and graphically. While some 

variables, such as the overall mean of scores in the focused and unfocused conditions, 

satisfied conditions of normality, many did not. In an effort to be conservative in 

conclusions and improve statistical power, I used within-subjects nonparametric tests. 

Results 

 Raw data consisted of the number of points awarded to each participant based 

upon their detection of errors for each excerpt. A graduate student in music education 

trained in the scoring procedure also scored one participant’s responses from each 

participating school (approximately 10% of responses) as a measure of reliability, 

resulting in an interrater reliability of .93, following the formula of 

agreements/(agreements + disagreements). Data were collated and averaged for 

subsequent comparisons based upon the variables of interest. Overall data means and 

standard deviations may be found in Table 1. 

I addressed the first research question through a series of comparisons. To 

determine the existence of inattentional deafness, I tested whether there was a difference 

between detection of errors in lines of focus (or focus reinforcers) and errors occurring in 

peripheral lines (errors). I calculated overall focus reinforcer and error means for the 20 

excerpts that included a focus reinforcer. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test showed that 

participants were indeed better at detecting focus reinforcers than peripheral errors, z = –

6.36, p < .001, r = .80.  

I also tested whether there was a difference in the detection of errors in a holistic 

listening condition versus a focused listening condition by calculating overall means for 

the detection of errors in a directed listening condition (30 excerpts) and an unfocused 
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listening condition (10 excerpts). A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test showed that participants 

were also better at detecting errors in the unfocused condition than in the focused 

condition, z = –3.05, p < .01, r = .38. As a follow-up, I compared means for detection of 

errors for each line of focus to the unfocused condition, adjusting for multiple 

comparisons using the Bonferroni correction. Comparisons indicated significant 

differences when focusing on the top line, z = –4.57, p < .001, r = .57, and the bottom 

line, z = –2.55, p = .011, r = .32. In both instances, participants detected more errors 

when in the unfocused condition than when focusing on either of these lines. There was 

no difference in the detection of peripheral errors between the unfocused condition and 

when participants focused on the middle line. 

 To determine whether participants may have been better at detecting peripheral 

errors when focusing on a particular line, I used Friedman’s ANOVA to compare the 

detection of errors (not focus reinforcers) between the three focused conditions. 

Comparisons showed a difference due to line of focus, 2 (2) = 32.91, p < .001. 

Subsequent Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using the Bonferroni correction indicated that 

focus on the middle staff resulted in detection of more peripheral errors than focus on 

both the top staff (z = –5.41, p < .001, r = .68) and the bottom staff (z = –4.74, p < .001, r 

= .59). There was no difference between focus on the top versus the bottom staff. 

The second research question addressed the effect of voice placement on the 

detection of errors. I compared the detection of focus reinforcers (errors planted in the 

line of focus) between the three staves. Comparisons again showed a difference due to 

line of focus, 2 (2) = 59.44, p < .001. Subsequent Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using the 

Bonferroni correction indicated that participants were less likely to detect errors planted 
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in the bottom staff than for both the top staff (z = –6.23, p < .001, r = .78) and the middle 

staff (z = –5.32, p < .001, r = .67). There was no difference between the top versus the 

middle staff.  

Discussion 

The teaching of error detection is a complicated process and researchers are 

continuing to develop an understanding of the psychological mechanisms involved. 

Explorations of attentional processing seem relevant to the task of error detection, and the 

current study is an attempt to increase understanding of the role of attention and load 

processing. Participants listened to recorded excerpts, focusing on either one line or 

holistically, while marking errors on a printed score.  

When focusing on a single line, participants were more successful at detecting 

errors in the line of focus than errors that occurred in one of the two peripheral lines. This 

appeared to support the idea of inattentional deafness, as posited by Koreimann et al. 

(2014) and is itself supported by a load theory of processing, particularly in a cross-

modal context (visual-aural). The interpretation of the current findings using load theory 

may also be supported by other research suggesting that competing kinesthetic tasks for 

attentional processing may have a negative effect on the error detection task, such as 

conducting (Forsythe & Woods, 1983; Waggoner, 2011) or singing (Byo & Sheldon, 

2000). In some ways, one might interpret the attention on a line of focus as a competing 

task for the detection of errors in other lines. The intense focus on a specific line leaves 

fewer attention processing resources to attend to the peripheral lines, in much the same 

way that counting timpani strokes distracted participants from detecting the electric guitar 
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solo in the work of Koreimann et al. (2014), despite the use of different modes of 

processing. 

The increase in number of errors detected when participants listened with a 

holistic perspective versus focusing on a specific line further supports the idea of 

competing attention processing resources (Cherry, 1953; Hayslett, 1992; Lavie, 1995). In 

the holistic listening condition, participants were free to shift focus from one line to 

another, allowing for more frequent monitoring of each line. The increase in number of 

detected errors appeared to imply that the shifting of attention between lines permitted 

increased capacity to compare aural inputs with printed notation, given the lack of time 

for score study that might promote an aural-aural comparison. The finding that focus on 

the middle line did not differ significantly from the unfocused condition supports this 

idea, as focusing on the middle line makes it easier for participants to check the adjacent 

parts. However, it is also possible that in the holistic listening condition, participants truly 

listened holistically rather than merely shifting attention between lines frequently. Further 

investigations utilizing eye-tracking software might enable researchers to determine 

which of these methods are utilized when participants listen in a holistic manner. 

Among the lines of focus, participants were most successful in detecting 

peripheral errors when asked to focus on the middle of three staves. Hayslett (1992) 

found similar results, although the “errors” in that study were the deletion of parts rather 

than performance errors. An immediate explanation for this finding may be that the 

middle staff provided ease of visual access to the surrounding lines. The previous finding 

comparing each line of focus to the unfocused condition also supports this explanation. 

However, this explanation implies that participants were not solely focused on the 
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intended line and they were at least partially focused on the peripheral lines, as well. 

Such an explanation could be addressed in future research with the use of eye-tracking 

software. Conversely, participants may have been least successful in detecting peripheral 

errors when they occurred in the middle staff (or horn part), thereby increasing the rate of 

detection in the other lines when focusing on their least successful line. Previous research 

somewhat supports this explanation, as researchers have demonstrated differential 

success at detecting errors based on voice placement, though these often occurred with 

interaction effects and used four-part SATB voicings (Byo, 1993; Sheldon, 2004), unlike 

the current study.  

A somewhat related issue is the influence of voice placement on the detection of 

errors. In this case, I considered focus reinforcers rather than peripheral errors. Similar to 

Sheldon (2004), participants were least successful at correctly identifying mistakes in the 

bottom staff (or bassoon part). There is some evidence to suggest that one’s ability to 

detect errors in various voicings may be influenced by their primary instrument 

(VanderGhynst, 1978). I did not collect demographic data in the current study, so it is 

unclear whether such a relationship may have been present. It is also unclear why 

participants were less successful in detecting errors in the bass voice, even when the bass 

voice is the line of focus. It may be due to the acoustic properties of the line and its 

relative tessitura or it may be a function of the staff’s visual placement at the bottom of 

each system. Perhaps it is a byproduct of the way aural theory instructors approach the 

dictation process, as various instructional methods might prioritize a focus on the melodic 

line or harmonic content over attention to the bass line. Future research might explore 

this phenomenon to gain a deeper understanding of the causes. 
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The current investigation has several limitations. While focus of attention was a 

primary concern, there was no way to verify that participants were indeed focusing on the 

requested line. Verbal and written instructions were explicit in this request, and 

participants’ printed scores included highlights on the lines of intended focus. While eye-

tracking technology would provide a measure of certainty, the technology remains 

expensive and only monitors sight; participants could easily rest their gaze upon the 

requested line and subsequently direct their listening to various other lines. Indeed, the 

last point demonstrates a limitation in attentional processing research as a field: our 

inability to easily observe the cognitive process underlying such investigations. 

Researchers must settle for proxy methods of observation, such as eye-tracking, or be as 

explicit as possible in the instructions and rely on participant compliance. Unfortunately, 

the use of nonparametric statistics made it impossible to determine whether any 

significant interactions exist involving voice placement. Given previous findings 

regarding voice placement (Byo, 1993, 1997; Byo & Sheldon, 2000), it seems likely that 

such an interaction might exist, though none of these researchers included focus of 

attention as a variable. 

An additional limitation is the lack of practice time or score study afforded to 

participants as is sometimes done in error detection research. This would be of particular 

interest in confirming the existence of a negative impact due to cross-modal attentional 

processing. The recording included 10 seconds of silence between excerpts in which to 

scan the next excerpt, but otherwise participants were sightreading. While some 

conducting experience was necessary to participate in the study, the relative inexperience 

of preservice music teachers further underscores the current findings, in addition to the 
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relatively large effect sizes. Future investigations might further explore the effect of focus 

of attention while allowing participants advance preparation time, particularly in the 

comparison of aural-aural and written-aural, or even kinesthetic-written-aural, contexts. 

Many previous investigations into various score study approaches did not necessarily 

encourage the use of an aural-aural comparison on the part of participants, and this seems 

like an especially critical next step in exploring the load theory of attention in musical 

contexts. Finally, I did not collect demographic data regarding participants’ primary 

instruments. While students from instrumental conducting and music education courses 

participated, some programs require all music education students to enroll in an 

instrumental music education course. Given Stambaugh’s (2016) research suggesting 

differences between instrumental and choral majors, it is possible that the lack of data 

obscured differences within the participant groups.  

Implications for Music Education 

The current findings carry implications for the teaching of error detection, 

whether in a conducting class, methods course, or in other rehearsal settings. Perhaps 

most importantly, making students aware of the tendency to miss errors when focusing on 

a specific line may encourage varied listening and rehearsal skills. When working with 

preservice teachers in rehearsal settings where notation is used, purposeful 

demonstrations of inattentional deafness may be useful to help students understand the 

phenomenon. This might be done using specific exercises or teachers may wish to use 

examples as they appear organically through rehearsal. 

Navigating a full score with fluidity and facility is a difficult task, especially for a 

preservice teacher. Encouraging young teachers to adopt a holistic listening approach 
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may be of benefit in the error detection task, though it remains unclear whether this 

approach actually entails holistic listening or is accomplished by the listener through 

more frequent monitoring of each line. While further research is needed to investigate 

this issue, the over-arching message is more clear: resting attention on a single line likely 

comes at the expense of identifying errors in peripheral lines. 

Finally, while the current study did not experimentally verify the presence of 

detrimental effects as a result of cross-modal attentional processing, it did appear to 

provide support for the presence of such effects in a musical context. Previous research 

has been inconclusive regarding the effects of score study and researchers have not used 

an aural-aural mode of comparison in an error detection setting. However, it seems that 

familiarity with a score to the point of primarily relying on one’s aural image would 

reduce perceptual load to allow for increased inattentional processing, thus providing 

additional empirical evidence to support the common recommendation of studying the 

score. 

The implications suggested by the findings may not seem groundbreaking or 

unusual. Indeed, studying the score, listening, and not fixating on single aspects is 

relatively common advice for conducting students. However, this study provides 

evidence to support approaches that may be common practice. It also encourages 

instructors that their guidance is, to the best of current understanding, grounded in 

research on the brain’s capacity to focus on and detect certain stimuli. 

As more ensembles and music education curricula move toward informal music 

learning environments, the use of traditional notation may become less common. 

However, the phenomenon of inattentional processing is not limited to comparing written 
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and aural inputs, as demonstrated by Koreimann et al. (2014). In any situation where one 

focuses attention on a sensory input, the possibility seems to exist to miss other inputs. 

Over the course of our preservice preparation programs, it then becomes our task to help 

students be aware of this limitation and work to overcome it in their teaching. 
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Table 1 

Overall Score Means and Standard Deviations 

 Line of Focus 

Error Type 1 2 3 Unfocused Overall 

Focus Reinforcer 2.04 (.77) 1.83 (.60) 1.13 (.73) 0.90 (.59) 1.48 (.46) 

Error 0.52 (.51) 0.99 (.72) 0.50 (.41) 0.78 (.53) 0.70 (.39) 

Error in Non-

Reinforced Excerpt 

0.40 (.37) 0.29 (.39) 0.67 (.66) 0.75 (.68) 0.52 (.32) 

Overall 0.99 (.33) 1.04 (.30) 0.76 (.36) 0.81 (.41)  

 


